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via a special mailbox info-2ndcall-2009@cleansky.eu. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

All questions regarding the call and the topics published can be addressed to: 
 
Info-Call-CFP-2014-01@cleansky.eu  
 
Questions received up until 6th March 2015 will be analysed. 
 
A first version of the Q/A document was released on 13th February 2015. 
A second version of the Q/A document is released on 4th March 2015. 
A third and last version of the Q/A document is released on 12th March 2015. 
 
Questions having a general value, either on legal, financial and procedural aspects or specific 
technical clarifications concerning the call topics, when judged worth being disseminated to the 
whole public, will be published in a specific section of the web site (www.cleansky.eu), together with 
the answers provided. 
 
All interested applicants are recommended  to consult the website and the FAQ section periodically. 
The above mentioned mailbox is the only permitted channel for asking questions concerning this call. 

 
As stated in the call, all interested parties are recommended to consult periodically the Clean Sky JU 
website for updates to this document and any corresponding updates to the call.  

mailto:info-2ndcall-2009@cleansky.eu
mailto:Info-Call-CFP-2014-01@cleansky.eu
http://www.cleansky.eu/
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A. ADMINISTRATIVE QUESTIONS  

 

# Question / Answer 

1 Some of the call are reported to be RIA and other IA, could you summarize the main differences 

between the two actions? 

The Call follows the H2020 definitions of RIA and IA. Such definitions are presented in the General 

Annexes of the Work Plan, under Chapter “D. Types of action: specific provisions and funding rates” 

(pp.735).    

2 Each call for proposal text reports “indicative funding topic value in K€”. Even if it has been 

clarified that this is an indicative value it is important to know the work area leader cost 

estimation. The applicant has to consider as  reference estimation from the work area leader the 

topic funding or the topic value (the double of the topic funding)? If topic value has to be 

considered as a reference, it refers to eligible cost or cost including actual indirect costs? Why in 

some topic descriptions, such as  for example in JTI-CS2-CPW-AIR-01-01 in the core partner call 

page 454 of Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking Work Plan 2014-2015,Version 2, 31 July 2014, 

“Estimated topic value” is suggested while in others “Indicative funding topic value” is reported? 

Is there a difference on this subject between core partners calls and call for proposal? 

There is no difference between “estimated topic value” and “indicative topic value”, it’s an 

inconsistency in the terminology used. The topic value is not an eligibility criterion , there’s not a 

maximum JU funding per topic, and will be subject to the evaluation. The topic value has been 

estimated based on the total eligible costs.  

3 One of the novelties in H2020 regards the Guarantee Fund: 5% of the maximum grant amount is 

retained from JU grant value in order to better protect the action from financial risks  associated 

to the implementation of the action. This is a new “instrument” in Clean Sky. Will this 5% be 

released? 

According  to H2020 rule and the model GA (Article 21.2) an amount  corresponding to 5% of the 

maximum grant amount (see Article 5.1), is retained by the JU from the pre-financing payment and 

transferred into the ‘Guarantee Fund’. According to Article 21.4 of the model GA, the 5% will be 

released at the moment of the payment of the balance. 

4 Eligibility: Can monobeneficiaries apply?  

The following entities may apply: 

 Single entities (SMEs, large industries, RO, Academia etc.) 

 Consortia of legal entities  

 Clusters (applying as single legal entity – if with a valid PIC - or via the linked third parties option) 

Single legal entities can apply based on a derogation that the Clean Sky 2 JU has from the H2020 

Rules for participation. It was already the case in Clean Sky actions under FP7 for about 50% of the 

proposals in CS1 and about 30% were answered by 2 members, often a SME and a University. 

5 Eligibility: Third country participation: what about Ukraine and Canada? 

Third Countries participation will be subject to H2020 rules, legal entities established in a third 
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# Question / Answer 

country (not a Members State of the EU, neither a country Associated to H2020)  may apply to 

participate in an action, however the JU funding may  be awarded only when: 

 The JU funding is evaluated as “essential” for the action or 

 existing bilateral agreement between the EU and the third country ( note to the reader: such an 

agreement may constitute a basis only if it envisages specifically the funding of the third country 

entities underthe calls launched by the JU.  

 the funding of a specific third country is envisaged in the Work Plan (N.A to the CSJU Work Plan 

2014-2015)  

6 How do I declare or define third parties in my application? 

They must be identified in the Part B-of the Application/Proposal Template. 

7 Could Wind Tunnel Test (WTT) be funded by CfT?  

Calls for tenders may be launched by the JU to procure as contracting authority services, works and 

supplies . Calls for tenders are envisaged by the Regulation establishing Clean Sky 2 JU, the rules of 

the JU allow the possibility to launch operational joint procurement procedures in association with 

the private Members of the JU. The process is not yet in place,  it’s currently under discussion with 

the Commission. 

8 An affiliate of a company wants to apply to one of the AIR-XX topics for the 1th CfP  

 In the meantime, the company  participates in a  cluster that has been top ranked as Core Partner 

for Airframe, and  negotiation is going to start. 

 The affiliate has independant activity to the company, and they have different PIC but they 

share owner.  The question is:  Could the affiliate apply to AIR-XX topic? eg signing a declaration 

on honour? 

Yes the affiliate  would be eligible to apply since the company ( its mother company) has not been 

selected and appointed yet as Core Partners, negotiations will start soon. This flexibility for CfP 

application in the same ITD/IADP is allowed at this early stage of the Programme 

9 A University has just been selected among the Core Members of Clean Sky 2, as a partner of a 

project eligible for funding under the IADP "Green Regional Aircraft (GRA)." 

Since the start of the activities for this project is scheduled for April 1, 2015, we would like to 

know if it is possible that the University is involved in the first CALL FOR PROPOSALS (for Partners) 

which expires March 31, 2015 within the same IADP "Green Regional Aircraft (GRA) "? 

For the next call for proposals, however, as to the rules for participation, the University will no 

longer apply in IADP of which is Core Partner but only in the other IADP / ITD. We would like to 

know about it if the percentage of funding from the JU will be less than that intended for non 

Applicant Core. 

Yes the University would be eligible to apply since it has not been selected and appointed yet as 

Core Partners, the negotiations as you know will start soon but the final selection and appointment 

as Member of the JU is still subject to negotiation and final Board approval. Therefore this flexibility 

in allowing entities to apply in the meanwhile to the 1st CfP is allowed.  

Then, the question refers to the potential start  date of activities as CP at 01/04/15, this will have to 

be discussed and agreed during the negotiations, therefore one can’t consider this element at the 
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# Question / Answer 

moment but this would not call into question the assessment.  

It would be good anyway that during the negotiation you refer also to this possible parallel initial 

involvement of the University  as Partner. Once officially appointed as CP as you correctly state, you 

will not be allowed to apply in CfP in the same ITD. Concerning the funding, it will be the same. 

10 A company would like to bid in partnership with an existing Clean Sky 2 leader (or an affiliate of 

it). Would you please confirm it is possible to respond this call in partnership with the leader? 

No, the affiliate would be non eligible as non meeting the additional conditions as set in our WP 

(they're affiliate to a leader as such they can't apply in that platform in whatever form as beneficiary 

or third party under article 13 of GAM) same approach as for CP call  

11  Is the topic value still the gross budget divided by two? 

 Should we aim for our proposals being in line with the indicative topic value or being in line 

with indicative gross budget? 

 The applicants are requested to comply in full with the requirement of topics and then to 

propose a  Total Eligible Costs (TEC) as per defined in H2020 corresponding to the proposed set 

of activities 

 The “Efficient application of resources for the expected outcomes & impacts” for each proposals 

will be assessed (sub-criteria of the “Implementation” criteria) during the evaluation 

 The Total Eligible Cost (TEC) value and the appropriateness of resources proposed per activities 

will be considered to carry out the assessment of point 2 

 The TEC value should be explained and reasons for any increase/decrease given in case of 

significant variations compared to the TEC. The TEC coincides with the indicative funding value 

of the topic as follows: 

• This means for IA: a TEC of 1.42‡ x funding value given (based on the generic 70% 

funding rate assumed) 
‡
 1.42 corresponds to 1/70%  

• This means for RIA: a TEC of 1.00* funding value 

12 Are the costs concerning IPs, publishing and consultancies eligibile?  

Please refer to the H2020 Annotated Grant Agreement, pp. 81-82. 

13 As you may know, Commission recently (Feb 2, 2015) upgraded the status of Ukraine, as a 
country, associated to H2020. Could you please confirm that Ukrainian entities can take part in 
CS2 Calls for Partners (currently open, and foreseen)? 

Ukrainian entities may participate and receive funding under our open call for proposal closing on 

31/03/15 unless they are legal persons established in the “Autonomous Republic of Crimea” or the 

city of Sevastopol.  

We mean to use in this call the H2020 2015 budget and we don’t have any specificity on this aspect 

in our CSJU Work Plan 2014-2015 therefore so we tend to harmonize to the approach followed by 

RTD in H2020 calls based on Annex A of the EC Work Plan 2014-2015  
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# Question / Answer 

14 Our partner is a small company which can’t  afford financing the remaining part of unfunded costs 

(i.e.the remaining 30% of the budget). Is it acceptable if we (large company) finance his unfunded 

part of the budget? 

This is consortium internal cuisine.  Every participants abide by the financial rules and they have to 

cover costs which are not reimbursed. The financial mechanism envisaged to cover costs not 

reimbursed is of the responsability of applicants provided that they comply with the rules. 

15 A company with less than 30 employs  and Sales volume & balance sheet  less than 10 MEuro per 

year, is owned 50% by a large company. Is this  company SME by EC criteria? 

 

 If 50% of the company is owned by a large company it is no  an SME. Please refer to the definition of 

SMEs under H2020. 
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B. TECHNICAL QUESTIONS 

 

 

 Important notice for the Fast Rotorcraft (FRC) IADP topics:  

“Amendment nr. 1 to the Work Plan 2014-2015” was updated on 8th January 2015 to include revised 

content for the following FRC topics presented in its “Annex III: 1st Call for Proposals (CFP01): List and Full 

Description of Topics”: 

 JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-03 (pp. 118-124 of the Annex III) 

 JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-05 (pp. 132-156 of the Annex III) 

 JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-06 (pp. 157-171 of the Annex III) 

 JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-07 (pp. 172-209 of the Annex III) 

 JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-08 (pp. 210-236 of the Annex III) 

 

Link to the latest abovementioned documents: EC Participant Portal 

 

 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CPW01-LPA-01-03: “Development of advanced laser-beam welding technology for the 

manufacturing of structures for titanium HLFC structures” 

1  Deliverable 3: how many test samples are you expecting should be delivered? 

 Deliverable 5: could you detail more the size and shape of the four-large scale 

demonstrators? 

Since the design work has just started, the answers cannot be very precise for the moment. 

However, some ideas regarding the probable order of magnitudes can be provided regarding the 

following items: 

 Deliverable 3: test samples for destructive testing are needed. Probably 10-20 samples with 

several (five to ten) stringers welded on it with a size of 50 cm to 200 cm long and 40 cm to 60 

cm wide would be sufficient. 

 Deliverable  5: The spanwise extension of the demonstrators will probably be between three 

and five meters. 

2 In the description of the project tasks the development of a laser straightening process for 

compensating welding distortion is mentioned. What kind of laser straightening processes can 

be considered: only laser heating or other processes like laser shock peening? 

There is no requirement regarding the straightening method, however the process should not 

deteriorate the surface quality and the long-term durability of the weld. 

3 Could you please clarify the following points: 

 Demonstrators dimensions: we understand that they should have a length of 2000 mm, but 

there is a reference at the beginning of the topic description indicating “stringers with a 

length of 3800 mm should be weldable”. May you confirm that the demonstrator should 

have a length of 2000 mm? Could you inform about the width of it, number of stringers, 

etc.? 

http://ec.europa.eu/research/participants/portal4/desktop/en/opportunities/h2020/calls/h2020-cs2-cfp01-2014-01.html#tab2
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 Material for testing and for demonstrators manufacturing: Should be acquired by the 

partner / consortium or it will be provided by the Topic manager? 

 What titanium alloy are we talking about? We have not found any reference about it in the 

topic description and in the Clean Sky 2 Work Programme. 

 For the purpose of process development and process demonstration a length of 2000mm is 

sufficient.  

 The application of the laser-welding process will be on longer stringers with a length of up to 

3800mm. 

 The material will be provided by the topic manager 

 Currently we consider titanium CP2 and Ti6AL4V. 

4  What is the minimum distance between the strings welded to the skin sheet?  
 What are the "surface quality requirements" for HLFC structure to be met by laser welding 

processes and laser straightening? 
 Do we have to delivery four large-scale manufacturing demonstrators to Airbus? If we 

wanted to test some large-scale demonstrator  in our facilities, should we make more than 4 
large-scale demonstrators? 

 For the development of the "Model-based process parameter prediction", sheets of 
different thicknesses and titanium qualities will be provided by Airbus? Or only a single 
thickness of sheet and a single titanium Ti6Al4V  alloy will be provided? 

 Duration of the project lasts for 32 months as explained in the topic description but, in the 
deliverables table, we see that in month 24 demonstrators are to be sent to Airbus. We 
understand that Airbus validates them and, in month 32 reports must be submitted. Is this 
correct? 

 Minimum distance is not yet defined. It will have to be defined to be compatible with the laser 

welding. Typically the minimum distance between two stringers at the leading edge will be  

15-25mm. This is a preliminary figure. 

 The supplier should deliver four large-scale demonstrators to Airbus. It is of course possible to 

produce more demonstrators to set up the applicant’s  manufacturing. 

 The surface requirements are not yet defined. We will need “some straightening” after laser 

welding. The laser-welding processes used in the European ALTTA-project (2000-2003) and in 

2014 for a wind-tunnel model were sufficient. 

 The thickness of the titanium sheet is not finalized. It will probably be 0.8mm 

 Airbus wants to see trail- or demonstrator-pieces before the final (full sized) specimen will be 

manufactured. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CPW01-LPA-02-01: “Cost Reduction On Composite Structure Assembly – Blind fastener 

inspection technology for quality control” 

5  Could explain the reason for not using ultrasonic inspection? 

 Is there any technology you have in mind or any idea where to focus the proposal? 

 Ultrasonic technology is already investigated and not appropriate in the industrial application 

context of the LPA platform 2 demonstrators. 

 Any innovative technology is welcome. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-02-01 “Cost Reduction On Composite Structure Assembly – Blind 

fastener inspection technology for quality control” 
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  Please detail dimensions (plates, rivets and holes) ? 

 Please detail material properties (plates, rivets): magnetic permeability (is it all miu = 1 (non-

ferromagnetic)), electrical conductivity ? 

 What are the accessibility conditions: one side ? two sides ? 

 What is the minimum distance between rivets ? 

 Would it be possible to improve the quality of figures 1 and 2 ? 

6  Typical fastener diameters are 4,2 mm, 5,1 mm, 5,8 mm and 6,6 mm, usually installed in 

material thickness between 2 and 20 mm. Fasteners are installed in clearance fit with a 

clearance of 0 to 0,1 mm. 

 Non ferromagnetic for the plates and the rivet. The electrical conductivity is primarily 

determined by the coating. One of the used coatings is isolating, the other fastener type is 

made of anodised titanium thus provides electrical conductivity. 

 The accessibility condition is one side. 

 The minimum distance between rivets is considered as confidential information at this stage. 

 It is difficult to improve the figures as the documents of the Call are not directly managed. You 

will have the opportunity to access improved figures once selected. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CPW01-LPA-02-03: “Rapid Assembly Of Bracket For Structure-System Integration” 

7 The call text for proposal 1, topic LPA-02-03 (Rapid assembly of bracket for Structure-System 

integration) mentions duration 36 months, in table with data. 

Further down, the deliverable due dates go out to T0+54. We do not see the match between 

T0+54 and 36 months. Can you please clarify?   

The project duration must be aligned with the latest deliverable due date. We identify 54 months 

as the maximum duration of the project because the deliverable will be an input to LPA Platform 2 

demonstrators. We expect that the minimum project duration will be 36 months. 

8 The text of the CfP does not explicitly include the need for the applicant to perform the 

ultrasonic welding of the systems to be finally assessed. Is it something that will be taken care of 

by the TM or has to be included as well in the proposal (even as subcontracting)? 

The applicant must include in his project all needed activities to attain the assessment phase, 

including all manufacturing processes. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-02-04: “Automation in Final Aircraft Assembly Lines and Enabling 

Technologies” 

9 On the deliverable presented below, can you give more details on the demonstrator you’re 

expected for this deliverable ? In the others chapters of the CFP only topics like : concept, 

requirement for , …. are listed but never demonstrator. 

 

 

Note that this is a mistake. No demonstrator is expected but only a report. 
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10  Could you provide more information on the different tasks to automate in T2231-01? 

 Could you provide more information about IT infrastructure which automation system will 

interact? 

 It should be part of the investigations, which task are reasonable to automize. All tasks which 

are done in FAL should be taken into account. These are amongst others: drilling, handling 

screwing, riveting, positioning and sealing tasks. 

 The IT infrastructure is mainly SAP. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CPW01-LPA-02-06: “Development of Thermoelastic Stress Analysis for the detection of 

stress hotspots during structural testing” 

11 Could you please clarify the following tasks? 

 
 T.1 (p.58):  The proposal mentions a finite element model – is this model to be developed as 

part of the project or already exists? What is meant by adaptive scaling of stress field? 

 T.2 (p.58): Aircraft spectrum loading – what is the range of frequencies of interest, is this 

likely to be a forced loading, such as through the use of servo-hydraulic actuators, or an 

alternative means of excitation which may still provide a reference signal?  What is the 

anticipated defection during tests? 

 T.3 and T.41 (p.59): Scanning approach – is the system that facilitates the scanning provided 

or is this expected to be developed, i.e. is the work the development of the procedure and 

data handling or the mechanical implementation also? 

 Samples(p.59): What are the samples (size, materials, surface finish, coating) and at what 

stage will samples be provided and how long will they be available for? 

 T.1 (p.58):  The FE models alluded to are ones that would be developed outside of this project 

(i.e. during the aircraft development cycle). The applicant should however decide if it is 

necessary to show how the data generated compares to numerical models (simple example 

cases will suffice) as a means to strengthen the deliverable. 

 T.2 (p.58): Frequency range of interest 0.1Hz to 25Hz, forced loading (by any means) as it is 

necessary to apply the TSA technique during a structural test. Any valid source of a reference 

signal is acceptable as long as the technique can be demonstrated to work.  

Assuming that by ‘defection’ you mean ‘deflection’ the deflection during a major test of wing 

parts can be of the order of several hundred millimetres. The system should be capable of 

handling data capture on structures that undergo in plane and out of plane movements 

between a few millimetres and 1 metre. 

 T.3 and T.41 (p.59): The system (prototype) that facilitates the scanning should be developed 

during the project. The use of existing means of scanning, which is part of a standard test 

setup, is also acceptable. All relevant aspects (procedure and data handling or the mechanical 

implementation) need to be defined but a demonstration using a simplified implementation 

will be acceptable. The automated implementation needs to be described in a proposed 

solution. A prototype or demonstration is not required. 

 Samples(p.59): Samples and their availability are whatever the successful applicant considers 

are required (within reason and by agreement with the Working Area Leader) to demonstrate 
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the functioning and capability of the measurement system developed. To be discussed at the 

negotiation stage following review of the proposal. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-03-01: “Process and Methods for E2E Maintenance Architecture development 

and demonstrations and solutions for technology integration” 

12 About SHM and CFRP: usually done for surroundings and tail plane. What are the targeted 

structures? 

The objective is to address a complete fleet, to better monitor the loads and when possible, to 

have the possibility to extend the end of life, because design of the parts is done with security 

factors, which are almost never encountered. 

13 For Module II “Structural Health Monitoring for condition based maintenance the due date of 

01/2016 is announced for Task T362-1.1 (cf. attached table). This does not seem reasonable for 

us since the project starts in 10/2015. Within this task a lot of development and validation is 

requested which would acquire rather 2-3 years, not only 4 months. 

 Could you please tell us if this might be a typing error, and if we could suggest another due date 

within our proposal?  

 

 
Task 362-1.1 of this CFP Topic provides several deliverables during the project phase. The first 

deliverable (state of the art report, concepts, key requirements) will support the development of 

the overall E2E Maintenance architecture, conducted by WP3.6.1 E2E Maintenance operations 

definition and improvements and is therefore due 01/2016. The last deliverables of task 362-1.1 

are expected in 12/2018. In consequence the proposed due date for Task 362-1.1 is 12/2018. 

14 On page 62 ff. We would appreciate receiving clarification regarding the following questions: 
  
 Does the title of the project have to be as specified in the list of topics (in our case on p. 62 

and above) or can any appropriate title be generated including a suitable acronym? 

 How do the project outputs feed into Clean Sky 2 WP 3.6 maintenance? Are there further 

sources that can be consulted? 

 Is the structure of the project set i.e. has to be divided into Modules A and B or I and II 

including subtasks or are we free to structure the project as we like as long as the modules 

can be recognized? 

 Is hardware demonstration expected to be performed along the project or would simulation 

be the major driver? 

 What will be the role of the topics manager (TM)? Will he/she provide numeric models, 
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materials, components, SHM-concepts, a flying SHM platform etc.? Or may the TM even 

want to validate concepts being generated along the project on its own platforms? These 

questions stem from the fact that different components (vertical tail, cargo door frame) are 

addressed and we are not sure how specific those components are expected to be analysed. 

 To ensure the coherence between the proposal, the CfP topic description and the WP3.6 

Maintenance work plan, all applicants are invited to maintain transparency between the title 

of the CfP Call Topic and working titles by providing a clear and unambiguous cross references 

to the initial CfP title with the proposal. 

 The CfP topic is an integral part of the WP3.6 Maintenance activities. The deliverables 

produced by this CfP topic are required as Inputs to various SubWPs of WP3.6. All applicants 

are invited to identify the need for interface and workflow definitions with a clear definition of 

the expected inputs/outputs in the proposal. This will require a final harmonization of the CfP 

planning with other tasks and deliverables in the WP3.6 Maintenance outside this CfP topic, to 

be conducted during the negotiation phase. 

 In the CFP Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-03-01, the Module A is equal to Module I and 

Module B is equal to Module II. All applicants are invited to adapt tasks naming and numbering 

for the purpose of providing efficient proposals as long as a clear and unambiguous cross 

references to the initial tasks and numbering is provided with the proposal. The link of the 

proposal to the initial CFP description, tasks and deliverables need to be transparent. 

 In this call topics different demonstration levels are anticipated. In Module A, for the E2E 

Architecture an overall simulation based evaluation of the E2E Architecture is planned. For 

Module B on the SHM topics as per deliverables defined in the CfP description, simulations and 

physical demonstration is planned. All applicants are invited to provide a demonstration 

proposal in line with the expected deliverables but in the sense of an efficient proposal to 

complement the proposals in line with their own capabilities. The key constraints of the CfP 

need to be maintenance (schedule and value offer). 

 The content of this CfP topic is integrated into the overall activities of WP3.6 Maintenance. In 

consequence the proposed concepts, technological solutions and demonstrator activities 

provided by this CfP need to be compliant with the overall architecture definition and 

evaluation/demonstration strategy provided by WP3.6.1.  For an efficient way of working the 

development of concepts and demonstration activities for Module B have to be performed on 

pre-defined use cases (e.g. for vertical tail plan, door frame, etc.) but are not limited to those 

use cases. The minimum coverage of the proposed use cases shall ensure the integration of 

the results of this CfP topic into the overall E2E Architecture. In consequence WP3.6.1 will 

validate and integrate the proposed concepts in an iterative approach in terms of functions 

and performance. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-03-02: “Aircraft System Prognostic solutions integrated into an airline E2E 

maintenance operational context” 

15 The general description of the topic states that: "….Solutions for selected use cases for aircraft 

CFRP structures (e.g. door surroundings, vertical tail plane) and systems (e.g. APU, pneumatics 

and electrical power generation systems) and the integration into an airline and maintenance 

operational environment are addressed".   
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The question is as follows: The statement "e.g. APU, pneumatics and electrical power generation 

systems" means that it is mandatory to address those systems as use cases for the aircraft 

systems prognostics solutions, or that those systems are indicated as possible examples "e.g.", 

and other aircraft systems, such as the flight control system, or the hydraulic system, could be 

taken as use cases for the procedures, techniques and algorithms developed in the research 

work? 

The members of the consortium already have performed work on prognostic solutions for flight 

control and hydraulic systems and could thus benefit of the acquired experience to  most 

effectively address the research activities defined by the call. Does addressing flight controls 

and/or hydraulic systems as use cases be viewed/considered negatively or as a showstopper? Or 

will it be considered equally valid as addressing the systems mentioned in the call topic? 

To support the CS2 LPA WP3.6 Maintenance objective of reduced operational disruptions focus for 

the use case selection for prognostic solutions is set on the major primary aircraft systems 

contributing most to operational disruption today. As such the systems mentioned in the CFP01 

LPA-03-02 description are suitable examples but are not considered as mandatory. A proposal 

focusing on prognostic use cases for flight control systems and hydraulic systems is also considered 

as feasible, as these systems also belong to the top operational disruption contributors. 

16 About SHM and CFRP: usually done for surroundings and tail plane. What are the targeted 

structures? 

Objective is to address a complete fleet, to better monitor the loads and when possible, to have 

the possibility to extend the end of life, because design of the parts is done with security factors, 

which are almost never encountered. 

17  Shall we expect that the end to end demonstration activities will be coordinated on the level 

of the WP3.6 or are there expected separate WP 3.6.x demonstrations? 

 To execute the work on the topic in the call it is necessary to share information across the 

sub work packages of WP 3.6. (requirements, interfaces specification, protocols, …). How 

this is supposed to be managed?  

 How strictly we should follow the indicated funding split between Module 1 (70%) and 

Module 2 (30%)? 

 The overall evaluation of the E2E Architecture will be performed by WP3.6.1 considering the 

“local” demonstration results of WP3.6.2, WP3.6.3 and WP3.6.4. To be able to integrate those 

demonstration results in the WP3.6.1 E2E Architecture evaluation, WP3.6.1 will provide the 

Evaluation strategy and minimum demonstration requirements to the other WPs. For the 

“local” demonstration all applicants are invited to provide proposals based on their 

experience, skills and capabilities for the purpose of an efficient and high value proposal. 

 All applicants are invited to provide a clear view on expected inputs and outputs. This includes 

a clear definition of required interfaces with other activities inside and outside the CFP topic 

context, to complete the tasks and deliverables expected for this call for proposal. This will 

require a final harmonization of the CfP proposal with other tasks and deliverables in the 

WP3.6 Maintenance outside this CfP topic, to be conducted during the negotiation phase. 

 The funding split between Module 1 and Module 2 is indicative. For the purpose of an efficient 
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proposal recognizing the applicants’ skills and capabilities, all applicants are invited to provide 

an optimized cost structure with the CfP proposal. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-03-03 topic : “Airline Maintenance Operations implementation of an E2E 

Maintenance Service Architecture and its enablers” 

18 • Dates of the overall project: Could you please clarify the official start and end date of the 

project? In accordance with the information depicted in the Call topic indeed, project starts 

on October 2015; whereas on the 3rd of February in a Clean Sky 2 Info day session in Paris, it 

has been announced that the starting date would be November 2015.  

• Funding Value: Is the funding value really indicative (accordingly to budget flexibility 

mentioned in the workplan page 743) or can it be a reason for exclusion?  

• Task names and numbering: Upon addressing the tasks described on the CfP for the proposal 

itself, we would like to know if : 

- the task names there presented can be reformulated by the applicant consortium in 

order to better reflect the scope foreseen by the applicant to each task. 

- The task numbering/reference can be adapted for consistency, while showing the 

correspondence with call workprogramme references. 

• Interfaces: Some of the tasks will by nature require collaboration with ITD leaders and topic 

managers. We have noticed that some topics of the call are listing these likely inputs in the 

expected deliverables table (referred as “In1, In2...”): is it possible for applicants to list such 

foreseen inputs with a similar nomenclature for the topics where it’s not explicitly 

mentioned, in order to better reflect the flow of information and exchanges with ITD 

leaders? 

• Dates of the overall project: As presented during the CS2 Info Day on 03 February 2015, the 

official project launch for this CFP topic has to be assumed for November 2015, with a project 

end in Q4 2019. All applicants are invited to consider the change in planning in their proposals. 

• Funding Value: In accordance with the rules provided with the Clean Sky 2 Joint Undertaking 

Amendment nr. 1 to Work Plan 2014-2015, the CFP funding values are indicative.  All proposals 

will be evaluated on the basis of its value offer among others criteria. 

• Task names and numbering: All applicants are invited to adapt tasks naming and numbering 

for the purpose of providing efficient proposals as long as a clear and unambiguous cross 

references to the initial tasks and numbering is provided with the proposal. The link of the 

proposal to the initial CFP description, tasks and deliverables need to be transparent. 

• Interfaces: All applicants are invited to provide a clear view on expected inputs and outputs. 

This includes a clear definition of required interfaces with other activities inside and outside 

the CFP topic context, to complete the tasks and deliverables expected for this call for 

proposal. For the purpose of consistency a common nomenclature shall be used. 

19 On Module F of JTP Ref. WP 3.6 Maintenance, we would like to ask the following question: 

Can the applicant(s) change the due date of T364-1.14 to make it compatible with a joint 

demonstration with T364-2.1 ? 

On Module F task T364-1.14, the following is asked “Selection, integration of portable service 

tools providing the capabilities to host mobile and remote support applications”. We envision 
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this task as being a workspace, supporting the navigation between applications, working as an 

user interface for the final product of the tasks contemplated on Module F. Additionally, we 

foresee that this task will work as the ultimate visual demonstrator of Module F capabilities to 

the end-users. Considering this approach, we question the dates stipulated for the delivery of 

the prototype in T364-1.14. We think that it would be more adequate to deliver the final 

prototype along with prototype of T364-2.1, due to the fact that both tasks should be 

demonstrated simultaneously. 

For the purpose of efficient demonstration activities and an efficient value offer, the applicants are 

invited to provide an optimized planning and alignment of tasks and deliverables within the time 

frame of the project. 

20 Regarding CfP JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-LPA-03-03, after a careful analysis of the overall project 

planning and taking into consideration that: 

1) The project start date will be NOV/2015 instead of Oct/15 as per answer to question #11 

of this CfP; 

2) Project duration is 48 months and; 

3) The due dates for the tasks and respective deliverables published on the CfP. 

 

The following inconsistencies were identified: 

(a) Being the project duration 48m, the last task to end (T361-4) could be due in the end of 

OCT/19 and not in JUN/19; 

a. The due date of that task is also inconsistent with the due date of the last 

deliverable of that task, which is 3 months earlier in MAR/19, making the last 

deliverable of the project due 7 months before project’s targeted end. 

(b) First deliverable associated with task T362-2.1 is due in DEC/15, which seems too early 

as project start is in NOV/15 – it’s even too early considering the published project start 

in OCT/15; 

(c) Last deliverable associated to task T362-2.2 is due in MAR/18 and the task is due in 

MAR/19; 

(d) Tasks T363-1.3, -2.2. -2.4, -2.5, -3 and -4 have their first deliverables due in JUL/15, four 

months before project start; 

a. And task T363-1.3 has deliverables due in MAR/18 and DEC/18 and the task itself 

is due in DEC/17 

(e) Task T364-1.4 is due in SEP/18 and has the last deliverable due in JUN/18; 

(f) Task T364-1.5 is due in MAR/18 and the last deliverable is due in JUN/18. 

 

By analyzing the above points (in particular (a) and (d)), the due dates of the tasks in this project 

could be shifted forward within the project’s timeframe. Can the due dates be shifted overall 7 

months? (with local adjustments to ensure consistency of the project activities) 

1) The last deliverable and respective task due in OCT/19 (refer to point (a)); 

2) The first deliverables (refer to point (d)) due in FEB/16, which is a suitable date given 

actual project start date and the nature of the work to be delivered. 

Bearing in mind the answer to question #12 of this very same CfP, can we modify the project’s 
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tasks and deliverables due dates as stated in the above paragraphes? 

Due to changes in the CfP Planning the initial dates as described in the CFP topics require 

adjustments considering the launch of the project in November 2015 and Project end in December 

2019. From a WP3.6 Maintenance master plan perspective the task due dates are reflecting the 

latest point in time for completion. Furthermore some deliverables (e.g. SOA, enabling technology 

selection, requirements among others) produced by this CfP topic are required as Inputs to various 

other SubWPs of WP3.6. This will require a final harmonization of the CfP planning with other tasks 

and deliverables in the WP3.6 Maintenance outside this CfP topic, to be conducted during the 

negotiation phase.  

Therefore all applicants are invited to provide an optimized planning of tasks and deliverables 

with respect to their capabilities and in sense of an efficient proposal based on the assumption 

of project launch in November 2015 and Project End in December 2019. 

 

With respect to the above mentioned need for harmonization of planning, please find below the 

individual answers to questions raised: (answer numbering is in-line with numbering in the 

questions): 

(a) The last task to end (T361-4 - E2E architecture and WP3.6 evaluation) can be assumed to 

end in Oct 19 with a project ramp down time until Nov 19 

(b) First deliverable associated with task T362-2.1 (Prognostic Concept Development) are 

linked to SOA, technology selection and key requirements to be delivered to WP3.6.1 for 

the purpose of the iterative E2E architecture definition.  As such it is important to have a 

first version of this deliverable available in FEB 16 latest.  

(c) Last deliverable associated to task T362-2.2 (Prognostic architecture Development and 

Demonstration) will be required as input for T362-3.2. The final deliverable of T362-3.2 

(E2E WP3.6 performance evaluation) is required for the E2E Architecture Evaluation 

(Task361-4). In consequence the deliverable dates for Task 362-2 need to be early enough 

to conduct the testing and evaluation as per Task T362-3.2. 

(d) The first deliverables for Tasks T363-1.3, -2.2. -2.4, -2.5, -3 and -4 are due Feb 16, 

considering the comments provided above and the answer to question (b) 

(e) & (f)  Please consider the comments/answers provided above 

(1) &(2) With respect to the answers provided above, the proposed assumption as a 

consequence of  shift in the CfP planning seem to be feasible. 

On the IADP LPA and the three maintenance-related topics   

21 There are three different maintenance projects: is it possible to answer the 3 together? 

Yes, why not, but for the 3rd topic, there is an added value to have a consortium answering the 

topic which requires a lot of various skills and competences. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-REG-02-01: “Aerodynamic characterization of control devices for wing loads 

control and aircraft response characterization of a regional turboprop aircraft” 

22 Has propeller slipstream effect to be taken into account in analysis? Task 1.1 :”optimization of 

the spolier shape and size for its maximum load alleviation” It is meant maximum wing loading 

or maximum spoiler loads? Task 2.1: Could you better explain what is meant for “passive load 
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alleviation” since tailored winglest has to be excluded since already included in tsk 2.2? 

Since loads control technologies are aiming to be tested in flight and the FTB2 is based in the 

propeller driven aircraft C295, it is assumed that relevant power effects (as results of the propeller 

slipstream interacting with the new loads control devices) are taken into account. 

As for other aspects, the omission of the power effects in the Topic description just means that the 

applicant is free to propose its best assumptions and approach to cope with it, if needed. 

The requested “loads alleviation” in this CfP is always targeting the whole wing loads alleviation, 

not any specific component like the spoiler. Passive loads alleviation concepts were grouped in 

two categories, one devoted to implementation through structural concepts, like the aeroelastic 

tailoring (Task 2.2), and another (Task 2.1) to implementations through aerodynamic concepts. 

Aerodynamic concept for passive (wing) loads alleviation can be any aerodynamic device, concept 

or design (not operated by active means like aileron, spoiler, etc) that can act mitigating the outer 

wing load increment when overall wing loads increases due to the angle of incidence.  

23 In the section entitled as “Work Packages and Tasks”, just above the table with the tasks it is 

stated that:  “The beneficiary will assume only the wind tunnel costs and the responsibility of 

those specific tests devoted to aileron and spoiler”.  Also in the section entitled “Efforts and 

Costs” some remarks are made related to the costs. Could you please clarify to which extent it is 

expected that the beneficiary is contributing to costs related to the WTT? 

The aim of this CfP is to include all the activities and associated costs related to the “aerodynamics 

characterization” of the loads control devices described in the topic .  

Being the WTT an essential part of it, they have to be considered in the scope of this topic  and 

therefore the costs associated to the WTT execution and the activities related to the WTT 

specification and WT data handling and analysis shall be included as part of the proposal. The 

implementation of the WTT can be proposed  by the applicant upon its  own selection process and 

decision regarding the WT facilities. The following two options may be considered in the proposal: 

• The  ITD/IADP topic manager offers the possibility to perform these tests in conjunction with 

the planned test campaigns in common facilities to be selected in order to share and thus 

reduce the associated costs. See data and related figures in the answer on question 2. 

Additionally, the topic manager will cover the activity of the test conduction if so requested  by 

the applicant and will cover the costs of manufacturing of the related model components if  

agreed  with the applicant 

• If the applicant  wishes to perform the tests in a different wind tunnel, the topic manager is 

ready to discuss the possibility of lending the FTB2 wind tunnel model to the applicant  as long 

as its integration in the new wind tunnel does not affect the functionality of the original 

model. In this case the cost of the model modification and integration will be solely covered by 

the applicant.   

24 In the section entitled as “Effort and costs” it is stated  “It is claimed that the proposal would 

include an estimation of cost share for some items like the WTT,  . . “. What is “claimed”? What 

is the right meaning of this statement? What is meant by ROM 30% for the low Reynolds WTT? 

Also in this section, the percentages do not add up to 100%. Could you please clarify this section 

as a whole?   
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The aim of the section entitled as “Effort and costs” is threefold: a) to prescribe a balance between 

the efforts devoted to the different activities.  b) to provide a brief guideline to build up the cost 

structure of some items c) to claim a cost break down over relevant categories. 

The final objective pursued in this section is that any technical proposal is made up on the basis of 

a fair balance of the effort and provides visibility of relevant costs. 

The indicative thresholds of 20% and 25% in terms of total budget suggest not overloading the 

respective activities as all the activities included are relevant for the FTB2.  

Further to typical task-wise cost break down, it is requested to provide the cost for any relevant 

item like the WTT, the HPC and S/W licenses, the R&T effort, etc. 

As the WTT is usually a relevant category, the applicant is requested to provide the WTT cost on 

the basis of their own assumptions for the tests cases needed and the WT facilities. As the 

applicant may not have own WT facilities, some indicative prices are provided for testing at high 

Reynolds number (6-7K€/hour) and for testing at low Reynolds number (for this, a rough order of 

magnitude -ROM- of 30% wrt hi-Reynolds was provided. i.e. 2K€/hour approximately).  

In this section, only some partial percentages are provided and therefore do not add up 100%  

25  It is not possible for the proposer to negotiate fixed costs with the providers of the wind-

tunnel tests (low-Reynolds number and high-Reynolds number), as they are unknown to the 

proposer. It is only possible to use the guide on costs for these providers as stated in the 

CFP, and assume that these are maximum costs for these elements, with no risk to the 

proposer of these costs exceeding this ceiling. Is this acceptable? Do the guide costs in the 

CFP include costs for managing the wind-tunnel tests (in addition to wind-on costs, 

technician costs etc.), or should an estimate of management costs be added to the guide 

costs? 

 The CFP includes a task on spoiler design. The CFP also states that the new spoiler design will 

form part of a wind-tunnel test. Is this wind-tunnel test one of the two tests referred to in 

the CFP? Also, it is assumed that manufacture costs for the new spoiler for the wind-tunnel 

test is not part of this CFP. Is this assumption correct? 

 Task 2.1 has a stated completion date of June-17, although the task includes testing in the 

low-Reynolds number wind-tunnel test taking place in December-16. It is assumed that this 

implies that the concepts for testing have to be fixed in advance of December-16 and the 

period January-17 to June-17 is to be targeted at evaluation of the output from the wind-

tunnel test. Is this assumption correct? 

 Deliverable D1 in Table 4 is labelled as ‘aileron design’. Should this be read ‘spoiler design’? 

 These unitary costs included the relevant cost from WTT and therefore no other costs from the 

WTT need to be considered. Any other cost is your own cost for attending and monitoring the 

WTT campaigns. These unitary costs were provided only as a guide to help the applicant in the 

cost estimation and it was also assumed that any risk associated to each proposal would be 

managed by the applicant on their own. Any commitment will be detailed in the Grand 

Agreement to be signed by the applicant (after selection and latter negotiation phase) based 

on the proposal. The budget implementation and constrains shall be in accordance with the 

Clean Sky rules and therefore further clarification to your first question can be provided by the 

JU. As topic manager, what I see important for the proposals at the present stage is that they 

reflect any assumption made (either in the call or by yourself) regarding the costs, the 
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technical approaches, the planning, etc., in order to avoid as much as possible hidden aspects.  

Regarding the WTT, we are also expecting that some specific written procedures will be issued 

by the JU at certain moment that will facilitate their implementation. 

 The design and manufacture of the spoiler for the WT model is out of the scope of this call and 

therefore its associated cost shall not be included. The two WTT mentioned are not related to 

one or another device. In general, all concepts (including the spoiler) are tested at both WT 

facilities that are differentiated mainly by the Reynolds number. The one at high Reynolds 

number is devoted to obtain the final aerodynamic data in blowing conditions closer to the 

real flight, while that of low Reynolds number (much cheaper) is usually  employed in the early 

phase for a wider exploration of the different designs and concepts and their initial 

assessment. 

 It is more or less correct. That post-test period may serve for different purposes upon the WTT 

results and its correlation with simulations: for assessment purposes, for improvement of the 

concepts, for the compilation of the outcomes, for feasibility studies beyond the TRL achieved, 

…  

 Yes, it should read ‘spoiler design’. Thanks for pointing it out and my apologies for the mistake. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01- FRC-02-01: “Support to the aerodynamic and aeroelastic analysis of a trimmed, 

complete compound R/C and related issues” 

26 The call text specifies a requirement regarding tools and methods transfer to the industrial 

leader : Tool developments shall be delivered on source code basis. The partner shall install the 

software and  train the Engineers in situ at the Topic leader location. Could you confirm that this 

requirement applies only for the part of the tools specifically developed with CS2 funding in this 

call ? In case the applicant uses tools which do not require specific development to perform the 

target applications, could you confirm that the "source code basis transfer" constraint does not 

apply? Could you also confirm the IP rules that apply in this case? 

 Even if the tool is not specifically developed with CS2 funding, support from the partner is 

expected to install the software and to train the engineers. In this particular case, support may 

not be necessarily provided in situ.  

 Source code basis transfers are indeed only relevant for tools developed in the frame of CS2.  

 In such case,  the code is clearly to be considered as Background to the project. It has to be 

accessible by the Topic Manager for the needs of the FRC demonstration. The Grant 

Agreement for Partners (template published with the call topic)  and the Grant Agreement for 

Members clearly specify that Partner and Topic Manager have to agree and declare the access 

rights to Background (during negotiation phase).  

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-02: “Aerodynamic and functional design study of a full-fairing semi-

watertight concept for an articulated rotor head” 

27 Task 4 requires performing of mechanical design of fairing accounting for complex kinematics: 

What has to be the fairing material? Will constrains due to kinematics provided? (I imagine that 

only the fairing mechanical design has to be performed and not the kinematics design, is that 

correct?) 
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The choice of the fairing material will be done by Airbus Helicopters, and shared with the partner 

in due time. 

Yes, constraints due to kinematics will be provided, as will be other constraints (design for 

manufacturing aspects, maintenance, safety, and regulatory aspects). All these constraints will 

lead to some explicit requirements (mainly radii, openings, thicknesses, transition lengths between 

shapes, fixations, and assembly modes). 

The mechanical design in task 4 is expected to deliver fairing solutions including industrial 

constraints, so as to ease later industrial work which is beyond the scope of this CfP 

(manufacturing, maintenance,  airworthiness aspects, etc.). 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-03: “Support to the aerodynamic analysis and design of propellers of a 

compound helicopter” 

28 In section 4 (Special skills, Capabilities, Certification expected from the Applicant(s) ) of the Call 

for the mentioned proposal, the following is stated: 

“…the detailed knowledge of the following commercial software, from data pre-processing to 

solvers and post-processing, will be fully appreciated during the selection phase: CATIA V5 ® , 

ANSYS-ICEMCFD®, ANSYS-CFX® / ANSYS-FLUENT®.” 

The question that arises is: Would a proposal that suggests the use of a different mesher and 

flow solver be eligible? If so, would that proposal be subject to a major or a minor penalty in the 

scoring process? 

The call is focused not only on results but also on methods and tools to obtain these results. The 

work packages contents were defined to be complementary with the Leaders’ internal activities. 

For example, the leader starts some preliminary computations themselves then the partner is in 

charge of the optimization and final computation loop. It is therefore very important to ensure 

consistency of tools. The benefit will be less if the partner results are not directly reproducible in 

the leading company. This will generate more work on the leader’s side to ensure the logic of 

results. Therefore, it is considered that a proposal with different tools can be eligible but with a 

major penalty. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-04 Topic: “Tools development for aerodynamic optimization on engine air 

intake” 

29  Could you provide some additional details on inlet barrier simulation filter geometries?  

 How excluding is not including CATIA in the work flow (that is, doing the link CAD-mesh-CFD 

directly within ANSYS workbench)? 

 We have qualified and demonstrable skill set in aerodynamic, CFD and numerical tools 

disciplines and a track record in relevant industry sectors (automotive, aerodynamics around 

large structures (solar energy collectors, buildings, etc ...)), but not specifically for the 

aeronautic sector. How excluding is not having CFD experience in the aeronautic sector? 

 IBF filters are made of pleats of filtering medium captured between 2 grids. This kind of 

geometry is almost impossible to simulate on a global helicopter model (limitation in term of 

mesh size). This objective is to treat the filter macroscopically (pressure losses) in the global 

helicopter simulation, but to be also able to capture pressure losses distribution due to the 
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filter geometry and clogging. Thus, the aim is to couple a filter behaviour model to CFD code.  

 If CAD tool used is ANSYS Workbench (license owned by AH) it is acceptable.  

At equal competencies, the selection would lead to the bidder who answers with the 

requested tool : CATIA 

 Similarly, at equal competencies, the selection would lead to the bidder with requested 

experience in aeronautics. 

30 Could you please clarify the following points: 
 What are the weight factors for objective functions?  

 Is the use of sensitivity based approaches or adjoint method a must? 

 Is it possible to use other softwares rather than listed in the call (E.g. Matlab for optimization 

sowtware development or UG instead of Catia)? 

 Are there any constraints other than the geometric ones? If so, could you please specify 

them? (constraints concerning acoustics, aerodynamics, aeroelastics) 

 All criteria have to be fulfilled. By experience, if pressure drop is low, all others criteria will be 

acceptable. A particular attention has to be paid on swirl. So 1st criteria: pressure drop; 2nd 

criteria: swirl; 3rd criteria: all other criteria. 

 The use of sensitivity based approaches or adjoint method is not a must, but a minimum. 

Applicants can even propose more efficient methods. 

 Concerning Matlab, its use can be envisaged, but incapacity (or lower efficiency) of tools like 

Dakota or Scilab have to be demonstrated. Catia is our CAD standard tool, ANSYS tools like 

DesignModeler or SpaceClaim are also available in AH, NX (UG ?) is also available, but we do 

not have experience with this tool. So NX/UG usage is definitively not wished…  

 Aerodynamic constraints are given through the engine installation criteria. Acoustics and 

aeroelasticity are not in the frame of this study (perhaps in the next one…). 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-FRC-02-05 Topic: “HVDC Starter/Generator”, could you please clarify the following 

requirements:  

31  

Requirement # Enquiry 

General Acceptance of the solution based on a single Switched Reluctance 

Machine working @ 270·Vdc and a DC/DC converter allocated in the 

ECU to provide the 28·Vdc output to feed the 28·Vdc network. 

The technology choice is up to the partner as far as the requirements 

described in this document are respected. 

1 The speed range for the SM spans from 0 to 54% of the GM, but the 

partner defines the speed generator, provided it is higher than 12 

krpm. Is there any restriction to the maximum speed of the SM 

considering that it runs the Main Engine? 

A maximum limit speed for the GM proposed by the partner can reach a 

maximum of 24 000 rpm. 

2 Allowable Torque range for a given speed varies in a factor up to 2.31 

at 6480 rpm. Obviously, the higher the supplied torque, the bigger the 
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RM size. Is there any preference about having a lower torque and size, 

rather than a higher torque and size? 

Optimization of the speed and torque shall be possible and should be 

described in the answer. 

3 Further explanation of the crank process and  figure 12 

1st engine start  abandoned 

2nd engine start abandoned 

1 or 2 engine start  evacuation of fuel  successful start 

4 Is over speed limit independent of the working speed? 

 Over speed limit is independent of the working speed. 

5 Should the required torque be provided for any voltage level in the 

range of 150 to 280 Vdc? 

 Yes, the required torque should be provided for any voltage level in the 

range of 150 to 280 Vdc. 

6 

 

 

Definition of the SM efficiency (Power at the shaft output/Power 

delivery to the machine or to the ECU)?  What is Pmax? The power 

corresponding to the torque delivered @ 6,480 rpm times 6,480 rpm in 

rad/s? 

 Pmax is the power for maximum Torque. The minimum Voltage can be 

calculated with the information given in the diagram in the call. 

7 Does the Torque ripple refer to the torque provided at 6,480 rpm or to 

the minimum torque required at a certain speed? Example: if it is the 

first case and we are in the lower part of the torque curve, the 

maximum allowable torque ripple at, say 2,500 rpm, would be 1.75 Nm, 

while if it is the second one, the maximum allowable torque ripple 

would be 5.27 Nm. 

The torque ripple should be 10% of the minimum torque profile as per 

fig. 2 of the call. In other words the max torque ripple should be: 

‒ 5,27N.m from 0 to 2,5krpm 

‒ 4,37N.m at 3.5krpm 

‒ 1,76N.m at 6,48krpm 

7 How strict is the 10% torque ripple limitation? 

The given limit shall be respected. 

8 Partner can define the speed, provided that it is higher than 12,000 

rpm, but we presume that engine speed is fixed. This means that the 

generator PTO will be designed according to the RM partner 

developer? 

A maximum limit speed for the GM proposed by the partner can reach a 

maximum of 24 000 rpm. 

9 GM must generate full power within 60% to 100% speed range? 

GM should generate full power within a 60% - 110% range. 
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10 Does it mean that the output voltage may fall below 18 V? 

In case of failure yes. 

11 What about short-circuit current in the GM? 

Short circuit scenario shall be considered and described by the partner. 

12 Availability of the EN2282 standard 

Yes, according to the European standard. 

13 Is it compatible with Req. 10? 

Accuracy is linked to the adjustement of the point of regulation. 

14 Same as question 7): Definition of GM efficiency 

As defined in the call, GM efficiency should be  80%.  

15 Same as question 8: What is  the min. Torque in GM? The minimum 

torque at a given speed, or the minimum torque for any speed range? 

The Torque will depend of the load (300A) whatever the speed within 

the speed range defines in the call [60%;110%] 

15 How strict is the torque ripple limit for GM? 

This limit shall be respected. 

16 What is the temperature limit? Defined by the partner? 

As given in the Environmental requirements Test in the Call. 

17 What happens in the event of an internal short circuit (i.e. coil short 

circuit)? 

We shall avoid fire that will expand the danger. 

21  Current precision is ±15 A while a measurement of 5 A is required for 

under-current protection 

±15 A is the accuracy range for the GM measurement.  

5 A is the minimum limit to avoid any system malfunction and below this 

a warning shall be triggered. 

23 Is the use of encoders allowed for speed measurement and rotor 

position detection? Any restriction about encoder type? 

It is up to the partner to define the encoders. 

26 The bonding requirement affects the impregnation resin of the coils. 

Any special standard for that part?  

There is no specific standards. 

29 Are self-lubricated high speed ceramic balls bearings allowed for this 

application? 

The requirements shall be respected. 

30 How tight is the weight limit specification? 

The requirements shall be respected. 

30 Which priority is given to weight with respect to other specs of torque, 

for instance? 

The same priority depends from the partner proposal. 

31 Drawing regarding the volume is the envelope limiting all the parts of 
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the generator? Is it a physical existing shell? 

Yes, it is the maximum envelope. 

32 Which is the working position of the generator; horizontal? vertical? or 

any other? 

Horizontal. 

38  Does this mean that the DC/DC from 270·Vdc to 28 Vdc must include a 

transformer? 

Yes, it must include a transformer. 

38  What is the minimum working pressure of the RM? 

Please refer to page 13 of the call topic. 

2.3 Figure 10 Confirm 270 Vdc busbar is used only for starter mode. Confirm 270 Vdc 

busbar is not used for GEN mode. 

Yes, we confirmed that it is used only for starter mode. 

 

On JTI-CS2-2014CPF01-FRC-02-06 Topic: “ High Voltage Network Battery” 

32 The technical description describes the situation of the HVNB battery in the Helicopter Network, 

but we would like more information. Is it possible to know how the battery will be integrated in 

the circuit:  

• on which network the charge can be done 

• description of the power circuit at battery output (contactors or not) 

• description of the power circuit at battery input (contactors or not). Is it the same 

network than the battery output? 

 The HVNB is connected to the 270VDC bus. The main functions of the battery shall be: 

- providing electrical power for engine starting 

- providing electrical power for ground operation 

- providing electrical power in case double generator failure. 

- Filtering of HV network 

 The battery shall be also charged by the 270 VDC bus via the power connector (same 

input).  Battery management shall be provided by the HVNB. But it shall be considered a 

possibility to control the charge current by the available power sources. The power sources 

shall use the normal operational voltage range of the STD-MIL 704F( 250- 280 VDC) to control 

the charge current. Feasibility of this idea shall be checked during development. 

 It shall be possible to separate the HVNB form the HV network. A contactor or other electronic 

devices are feasible. The separation of the HVNB from the HV network shall consider the 

safety requirements of the HVNB. But as the battery shall be able to provide power in very 

short time, bypassing a contactor to provide power may be necessary.   

33  Could you please provide further clarifications and indications on the physical requirements 

of the HVDC Network Battery (HVNB ) i.e. dimensions, mass and power?  

 What are the requirements that are more restrictive and essential and need to be followed 

when applying? 
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  According to the information given in the call. Maximum power is 27kW (resp. 0.633 kWh 

energy) as given in the power per time graphic in page 4 and is essential that it will be 

respected as first priority. 

 The maximum  weight is 35kg and is essential that it will be respected as second priority. The 

volume is 30 liters. The partner shall provide graphs of the battery showing lifetime versus 

operational cycles per year in dependence of the  different operating temperatures. This shall 

assure reliability of proposed battery technology. 

On JTI-CS2-2014CPF01-FRC-02-07 Topic: “Power Conversion” 

34 On this call, there are two specifications with 2 projects (DC/DC converter and DC/AC inverter) 

The funding is € 400,000 is for each project or for the call (2 projects)? 

The funding covers the two projects in the Call and is indicative. Please provide your cost 

estimation for the two projects. 

On Call JTI-CS-2014-CFP01-AIR-01-01 Topic: “Aerodynamic and acoustic capabilities developments for 

close coupling, high bypass ratio turbofan Aircraft integration” 

35 In Task 4, requirements on experimental test are provided: Wind tunnel cost have to be 

included/performed within the call or part of a different budget/activities? Requirements on 

instrumentation are provided. Applicants has to provide availability of the instrumentation and 

perform measurements or only instrumentation requirements have to be provided? 

The costs for the wind tunnel tests do not have to be included in the part of this call. Concerning 

the instrumentation, the partner may have to install complementary instrumentation during the 

test depending on the amount of microphones needed. 

36  On Task 1, can you confirm that there is only a CAD model to numerize? Who gives the 

geometrical constraints of the model? Is there any CAD software that is compelled to use? 

 On Task 4, could you please provide clarifications for the following points: 

a) "Some of the capabilities developped in this frame could be calibrated through 
experiments and flight tests (in LPA platform)". Does this mean to further the CFP? 

b) Does the applicant must only perform a lay out? A moke up? A prototype? 
Instrumentation for installation? If it is the latter case, we must know how many 
measuring points are needed. 

c) Wall kulite are specified : who chooses the sensors? The technical manager or the 
applicant? 

d) A subparagraph of the topic "Inflow instrumentation for WTT" is about metrology 
development. Is it for WTT and FTD? 

e) Regarding the correction, the penny washer is mentionned. Does the instrumentation 
have to only use this equippment or other proved technology could be used? 

f) As there is no deliverable except the CAD, review and documents, what does mean the 
"final evaluation" in the description of deliverable 3? 

 In task 1 it is expected that the applicant defines a generic Fan geometry relevant for 

integration studies purpose. Some general design requirements will be given by the topic 

manager to the applicant. There is no specific requirement on the CAD software as far as the 

format is compatible with state of the art CAD software. 
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 On Task 4, 

a) This question is related to Task 2, not Task 4. The calibration exercise is subject additional 
activities that may arise through CFP either in ITD Airframe of LPA-Platform 1. 

b) There is a doubt on the understanding of the question. The applicant is expected to 
develop instrumentation techniques that will be applied latter-on on specific cases where 
the density of instrumentation will be defined. 

c) The choice of sensors shall be chosen between technical manager and applicant based on 
“space”, cost and quality trades. 

d) It is for both, WTT and FTD 
e) Yes if it requested. 
f) It  is the evaluation of the capabilities itself at the end of the project 

37  What is the scale of the model (or prototype, moke up...)? 

 What is the wind speed required for the tests? 

 The model scale is not frozen and can range between 20” and 30” Fan diameter 

 The tests are not included in the projects. We are interested to develop instrumentation 

capabilities for further tests (Mach~0,2 Low speed and  Mach~0.8 for High speed conditions). 

On Call JTI-CS-2014-CFP01-AIR-01-04 Topic: “Aero-acoustic experimental characterization of a CROR 

(Contra Rotating Open Rotor) engine WT model with core flow in propeller architecture” 

38 The question regards the use of large amounts of He in JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-01-04 (Aero-

acoustic experimental characterization of a CROR (Contra Rotating Open Rotor) engine WT 

model with core flow in propeller architecture 

The RfP demands the use of He instead of hot air for the simulation of the high temperature (low 

density) core flow ejected in front of the blades. A 1.5 kg/s core flow is requested, which at 

estimated typical core flow (turbine exhaust) temperatures of about 650K will require about 0.4 

kg He/s, 24 kg/minute. Noting that (crude) He costs about €120,- / kg.  this will costs about 

€3000,-/minute or about €180.000,- /hr.  The CfP speaks about 8 days of testing in acoustic 

facility plus additional testing in the BLSWT. It is clear that the use of such amounts of He is not 

compatible with the total funding budget for the CfP. 

Besides these excessive costs there are also strong ethical arguments not to waste such amounts 

of He, since earth available resources are limited and need to be used with care for (amongst 

other) medical applications. 

Is the use of He during a limited test period acceptable? If not we can only respond to this call 

with a non-compliance statement. 

From Airbus point of view this is correct. Airbus is fully aware of the issues raised. Airbus also 

thinks that the use of helium shall be as limited as possible. The intent is to measure the baseline 

engine configuration with and without helium in order to quantify the effect and to 

develop/validate numerical methods to predict this effect. The major part of the test campaign 

would be done without helium in the engine core flow.  

Therefore Airbus fully agrees that Helium be used only in a short amount of time, to provide an 

impact of density, through comparison to a very limited number of cases with only cold air blown.  

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-01-05 Topic: “Blade FEM impact simulations and sample manufacturing for 

CROR Aircraft” 
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39 1. Could you elaborate on the design work expected to be performed in Task 1, as it only lasts 

for 1 month? 

2. What is the blade size? 

3. What composite manufacture process would your like to be used? Hand lay-up, Fibre 

Placement followed by Oven, Autoclave or Thermal press process? 

4. What materials are to be used? UD, Woven? Metal-Composite Hybrid? 

1. The task 1 is a pre-design concept: evaluating of requirement, defining the materials, defining 

preliminary sections and very preliminary calculation. Optimization and consolidation of design 

concept should be done up to end of T3” FEM Impact simulation model full sections” when 

results from FEM simulations models will allow to consolidate and optimized design. 

2. The span length of the blade is 1 to 1,5m and maximum chord span around 400-500mm  

3. Hand lay-up could be possible depending on the selected solution. Resulting specimens should 

be prototypes for which manufacturing process could differ than serial manufacturing but 

specimens should be representative of real blade. 

4. This needs to be defined by the applicant according to requirements. Should be CFRP UD, 

Woven or braded. 

40 Regarding the design tasks, is this a composite design problem? It looks like a DfM on the 

composites side with limited development on the geometry as the topic specifies materials, with 

some work on defining sections, which we assume it will be driven by the DfM. Are these 

assumptions correct? 

No, the assumption is not correct. In the step one it is required that the applicant develops the 

design of the blade and demonstrate by simulations the compliance of such design. 

It is not only a matter of design for manufacturing based on a provided design, but to develop and 

perform the design itself with required level of details for simulation validation models and for 

manufacturing of realistic blade impact samples. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-01-07 Topic: “Eco Design for Airframe - Re-use of Thermoplastics Composites” 

41  Could you please give further information on the input thermoplastic composite waste 

material: 

a) type of thermoplastic matrices, 

b) type of fibres (carbon/glass/basalt/natural fibres/etc.), 

c) form of fibres (short or long fibres, fabric, etc.) 

d) fibre content (%) 

e) form (end-of-life product/cut/ground/granules containing one type of 

composite/mixed granules) 

f) dimensions (mm x mm x mm) 

 Could you please describe the required minimum ratio (%) of recycled material and incoming 

waste? 

 On the input thermoplastic composite waste material: 

a) type of thermoplastic matrices: PPS and/or PEEK 

b) type of fibres (carbon/glass/basalt/natural fibres/etc.): carbon 

c) form of fibres (short or long fibres, fabric, etc.): short or “long” fibres in combination 
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with TP matrices (e.g. power, granulate, flakes). No pyrolysis process to get only the 

fiber – usable for a moulding process e.g. injection moulding or other press moulding 

processes) 

d) fibre content (%): this percentage will depend on the process e.g. 30-50% 

e) form (end-of-life product/cut/ground/granules containing one type of 

composite/mixed granules): demonstrator parts by using a granulate for injection 

moulding and/or bigger “flakes” for press moulding technologies 

f) dimensions (mm x mm x mm) : « hand » demonstrator e.g. bracket, clip or easy shaped 

cover plate 

 The required minimum ratio (%) corresponds to 80 - 90% recycled material. 

42  The CfP requires the production of 3 different clip/brackets to be obtained with injection 

moulding processes. Adding to the project budget the amount needed for building prototype 

moulds for this purpose needs some information regarding at least the general dimensions 

of the intended products. Is it possible to be more specific upfront? 

 The separation stated in the deliverables list between prototype demonstrators (7) and final 

demonstrators (8) just corresponds to the plates and clip/brackets samples. Isn’t it? 

 In order to keep the budget for tooling low 2 demonstrators are enough (prototype + final 

demonstrator). The Dimensions shall be around 150 x 150 x 150 maximum (“hand size”). It can 

be a bracket or clip or something similar. The wall thicknesses should be between 1,5mm and 

4 mm depending on the viscosity of the reinforced material and max. pressure of the injection 

molding machine which is available. It is necessary to show the following design principles on 

the demonstrator e.g.: 

- Different thicknesses (2-4mm) 

- Different angels 

- Holes (no drilling -> the holes should come from the tool!) 

- Metallic insets with screw thread 

- Something else which shows the potential of this technology 

 Yes it is correct. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-01 Topic: “Flightworthy Flush & Lightweight doors for unpressurized Fast 

Rotorcraft” REMINDER SENT 

 43 In the short description at pp. 284 of Annex III of the Work Plan, it is required to develop three 

doors (pilot, passenger and cargo), but there is no precision given about the hoist door, 

described in the task list (T3). From Figs. 16 and 17, the Cargo Door seems to be an integrated 

part of the Hoist Door. Could you please clarify? 

The description on page 284 has to be updated as follows for more clarifications according to the 

last status of the definition:  

1. Pilot door 

2. Co-Pilot door (=mirrored Pilot door)to be added in option 

3. Passenger door 

4. Hoist door (picture on page is corrupted) 

5. Cargo door 
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44 Could you please confirm if the structures to be manufactured are as follows: 

 1 Pilot-door for Mockup, 1 final Pilot-door 

 1 Passenger-door for Mockup, 1 final Passenger-door 

 1 Hoist-door for Mockup, 1 final Hoist-door  

 1 Cargo-door for Mockup, 1 final Cargo-door. (for a total number of doors equal to 8) 

The doors to be delivered are as follows: 
 1 Pilot-door for Mockup, 1 final Pilot-door 
 In option: 1 Co-Pilot-door for Mockup, 1 final Co-Pilot-door 
 1 Passenger-door for Mockup, 1 final Passenger-door 
 1 Hoist-door for Mockup, 1 final Hoist-door 
 1 Cargo-door for Mockup, 1 final Cargo-door.  

(for a total number of doors equal to 8 + 2 options) 

45 In Air 02-01, there is a required stated as follows: “Capacity to support documentation and 

means of compliance to achieve experimental prototype “Permit to Fly” with Airworthiness 

Authorities (i.e. EASA, FAA and any others which may apply).“ Could you elaborate on the 

expected minimum regulatory requirements to be met for a prototype “permit to fly” in regards 

to documentation and compliance showing, especially when the prototype is neither fully CS-23 

nor CS-27? 

Certification basis is C29 and, particularly, all paragraphs related to doors (e.g. but not limited 

CS29.783, 29.801, 29.803. 29.805 29.807) 

46 In the Task T9, the acceptance tests are required to demonstrate the characteristics of doors. 

May you specify the experimental tests (static, impact, dynamic, fatigue etc.) required for doors 

and mechanisms?  

Will these tests performed directly on final doors (therefore non-destructive tests) or on models 

(for example, doors for Mockup)?  Moreover, are doors for Mockup of same size of final doors ? 

 The test to be done are under the responsibility of the partner. This comprises also the 

definition of the test(s). This definition will be supported by AH in order to be in line with the 

necessary permit for flight requirements. The defined tests shall support the substantiations in 

case where the theoretical substantiation ore simulation is not sufficient. This can comprise 

static, dynamic, fatigue issues as well as functional behaviour and quality aspects. 

 Doors for the mock up are of the same size and shall meet the functional requirements. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-03: “Curved stiffened panels in thermoplastics by preindustrial ISC 

process” 

47 Regarding description of Task T3 terms “disassemble issues” and “thickness for quotation 1:10 

&1:20”, could you please clarify the following points: 

 Does the “disassemble issue” refers to the tool and the tooling concept (e.g. tool consisting 

of several parts) and the part demolding process? Or does it refer to the disassemble of the 

article manufactured? 

 Does “thickness for quotation 1:10 &1:20” describe the relation of “thickness of skin: total 

thickness (including local reinforcement or stiffener)”?  Can this thickness quotation be 

taken as reference for the stiffeners height? 
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The tooling is assumed to be modular to provide flexibility for its design and manufacturing being 

suitable of adaptation to the article final design configuration. 

Expected max rages of thicknesses will be from 2mm to 7mm with slopes of 1:10 for transverse 

(shortest)  and 1:20 for longitudinal (longest) directions respectively on Demo axis system. 

Both piece and tooling elements, once manufacturing has been finished must be friendly 

demolded without risking any damage into the demonstrator therefore, tooling tolerances must 

be carefully observed to help on demo extraction process 

Detail of the stiffener height becomes somehow accessory because  the interface (the foot) 

together with proposed changes of skin thicknesses plus the integration of EMC protection on the 

external layer should be mainly focused as the most significant goal for demo production 

The article, once finished, is not going to be dismantled. It will be used, as far it becomes suitable, 

to prove repair potential. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-04 Topic: “New enhanced acoustic damping composite material” 

48 Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-04 of the currently open call for proposals, involves 

manufacturing trials (Task 03) at demonstrator level (dimension of A320, as mentioned in the 

call). Could you please clarify whether the proposing entities are expected to manufacture this 

demonstrator themselves, or if the topic manager will be in charge of manufacturing the 

demonstrator based on the proposed material solutions? The capabilities expected from the 

applicants (no production capabilities mentioned) in combination with the available budget 

rather point towards the topic manager being in charge of all CFRP production.  

It is not expected and/or needed that the proposing entities will manufacture an aeronautical 

demonstrator. Based on results obtained from task 02 -“ Material screening” activities, the 

industrial context will be selected and conducted by appropriate aeronautical partners involved in 

the ITD Airframe, the proposing entities will participate in that industrial evaluation corresponding 

to task 03 -“ Material process ability”. However, It is expected that, in task 01 –“Material 

development” and 02 – “Material screening”, the proposing entities will produce (or subcontract) 

material samples (coupon level) needed to perform these specific tasks. 

49 In the topic description it is mentioned that the topic manager will supply the specific target 

requirements to be met by the composite material with integrated damping function. 

Furthermore, the topic manager will define a complete test matrix and supply a screening 

program containing all tests to be performed. Please provide these details (including number of 

tests, panels and coupons) in order to make a realistic planning of activities and costs.  

The needed set of coupons and tests will depend on the proposed material and they will be 

defined during the project with the selected partner. All in all, it will be a complete preliminary 

evaluation of all the material properties, as indicated in the Call for Proposal (damping behaviour, 

physico-chemical, mechanical properties…), as reference for mechanical properties 6 coupons per 

property, while for physico-chemical properties 3 coupons per property are required. 

50 Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-04 mentions as part of the capabilities “Aeronautical qualified 

material test lab”. Could you please clarify what is meant by “Aeronautics qualified”? What type 

of qualification and/or certification is needed for this and by which certification authority? Is this 

certification (or qualification) a pre-requisite; i.e. would a lack of such certification be a reason 
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to make the proposal non-eligible? 

Lab certification by Airbus or any other aeronautical company to carry out coupon tests and/or 

demonstration / evidence of the fact that lab is working or has the capabilities to work for this 

type of companies / business, by following the test methods required by them (AITM, EN, ISO…) 

On Call JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-06 Topic: “Simulation tool development for a composite 

manufacturing process default prediction integrated into a quality control system” 

51 The main objective of the project is to develop a numerical tool / software for the simulation of 

the resin transfer moulding process. In the Short Description section, it is stated that the 

software “will interact with non destructive inspection tools”. In the Background section it is 

stated that the software “will be integrated into the manufacturing system”. 

We would like some more clarification on these two statements. So, the goal is to have a 

simulation software that will interact in real time with the tool.? In other words, the software 

will take for example sensor readings from the non destructive inspection tool about the 

position of the resin front, then it will update the simulation scenario and based on the results it 

will activate, in real time, the opening or closing of gates and vents on the mould in order to 

correct the resin flow and avoid the development of defects such as resin dry spots ? 

Or the goal is to develop a tool that simply simulates the RTM process without having real time 

sensing / actuating capabilities ? 

It is expected a real time, such as: on line interaction between sensors, software and 

manufacturing tools, as described in the first part of your question. 

52 In the Background section it is stated that the software “will be integrated into the 

manufacturing system”. 

Since we are talking about integration in manufacturing line, do you mean that the RTM tool 

should also integrate the draping simulation? 

All type of defect must be predicted by the simulation tool, including the one from draping. 

53 The necessary meshed geometry of the part will be an input to the RTM tool ? And if yes in 

which format? 

The format corresponds to classical input of automatic RTM equipment. 

54 In the Background section it is written : “ The tool will be integrated into the manufacturing 

system and interact with specific software”. For this integration what the RTM tool will need as 

an input and/or output to communicate with this specific software? The Deliverables D2&D3 are 

referring to this? 

Please consider classical inputs and outputs of RTM systems available on the market. 

55 In the Background section it is mentioned : “Typical defects to be detected are wrong lay up of 

composite tissues,...” The lay up is a procedure taking place before the RTM. Any suggestions of 

how this RTM tool will detect it? 

It is not the RTM tool that will detect it, but an added detecting sensor system that will be defined 

- developed and integrated by a supplier identified by the Topic Manager. 

56 The question is if the simulation tool can be implemented on a commercial software like  ANSYS 
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Fluent or if the topic manager seeks to use other kind of software’s like Open Source or in-house 

codes? 

Yes, it can be implemented on a commercial software and must be compatible with the classical 

RTM manufacturing software. Therefore an interface development must be considered in the 

project. 

57 a. It is mentioned in the background that: ‘Typical defect to be detected are wrong lay up of 
composite tissues…’ - Will ‘the wrong layup information’ be provided in real time and will be 
possible to use it to adjust the material properties of the models or at the extent that this 
wrong layup should affect the manufacturing process is something that should be identified 
during injection? 

b. Would you be in favour of a simulation tool that could take advantage of the fault statistics 
and inputs from the NDI tools? 

c. Do you consider in the defects also structural defects that are merely due to defects in the 
preforms e.g. fibre gaps. Will you provide real-time information about these preform 
defects, too? 

d. At which way do you envisaged to interact with the machine: for real-time process control in 
the same cycle or from cycle-to-cycle? As a result should the simulation code be possible to 
run in real-time or only offline? 

a. Wrong layup should be detected during preform phase. Simulation software should predict the 

consequences of wrong lay up in the final part. 

b. Real production aim to be the best feedback to simulation tools. 

c. The answer is in point a). 

d. The interaction between simulation tools and injection controls will be defined once 

demonstrated the capabilities of the simulation tools. The first definition will be performed at 

lab scale. 

On JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-AIR-02-07 Topic: “Design Against Distortion: Part distortion prediction, design for 

minimized distortion, metallic aerospace parts” 

58  In the topic description, it is indicated that Topic Manager will define some use cases. Are 

these relevant use cases already defined? According to the topic description, alloys (AA7059 

and Ti64 are considered) but further information about sample geometry is missing. Since 

applicants are supposed to build these samples, it would be convenient to have some details 

of the geometries in advance in other to check complexity. 

 It is not clear whether coupons (use cases) must be manufactured by project partner or topic 

manager. Please clarify on the sentence “demonstrate predictive capability of the developed 

tool by applying I to at least one use close, in collaboration with topic manager,…). On 

special skills and capabilities, there are no requirements for machining capabilities. So I am 

sure whether applicants are only supposed to build demonstrators by powder-bed selective 

melting technologies. 

 According to special skills, additive manufacturing machines capable of building Titanium 

and Aluminium test articles are required. However, description of task 2 only considers Ti64 

alloy. 

 For the machining use-case, we can work with standard rolled billets of the materials indicated 

in the text.  The demonstrator geometry can be a wing-box or pylon-box rib, or just a 
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representative part thereof.  A minimum demonstrator bounding box size of 500 x 500 x 

50mm seems appropriate.For the additive manufacturing use-case, we can choose one of the 

processes mentioned in the call.  The demonstrator geometry can be a bracket or fitting.  A 

demonstrator bounding box size of 250 x 250 x 250mm seems appropriate. For an example of 

the typical complexity of the design: 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobi

wuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYV

O37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ  

 The use-case parts must be manufactured by the partner.  In collaboration with the topic 

manager, an appropriate test design will be selected.  The topic manager can simplify it if 

needed, and convert the 3D CAD data into appropriate data formats.  The partner can then 

machine or build the part, measure distortions and compare the measurement to the 

predictions done before.  There is indeed an inconsistency in the original call text: machining 

capabilities are a clear plus.  However, subcontracting the machining and even the additive 

building are also possibilities, as long as the partner is capable of specifying all the relevant 

manufacturing parameters that will influence the distortion, and the subcontractor is able to 

comply with this specification.  The goal of the use-cases is to validate the simulation models – 

producing demonstrator parts is only the means, not the goal.  However, it is known that 

“implicit” manufacturing parameters such as the hatching strategy used by default in a 

particular AM machine can have a significant inlfuence on distortion, this is why it is preferable 

have total control over the manufacturing of the use-cases (i.e. not subcontract them). 

 Additive manufacturing capability for aluminium is indeed not required for the project (scope 

was reduced after first text was written), only titanium is sufficient. 

59  Regarding the software requirements marked in T1, is it preferable to implement the 

method in open source software or in commercial software used/preferred by the Topic 

Manager? Does the option exist to use proper developed software without a direct relation 

with the mentioned software in the call? 

 Are there any special requirements regarding the test coupons, for example the considered 

amount and their corresponding geometry? 

 The software requirements are there for the purpose of interfacing and dissemination: 

interfacing with existing CAD/CAE infrastructure and dissemination of the results of the public 

funded research.  Regarding the existing infrastructure, the European aerospace industry have 

largely settled on the “industry standards” given in the topic description, so these tools clearly 

have strong preference over any other code.  Regarding dissemination, again the given 

industry standards can be used (i.e. the new code comes in the form of an add-on tightly 

integrated with those codes), or open source.  A closed-source proprietary software would not 

help with dissemination unless perhaps it would be distributed for free among the CleanSky2 

partners. 

 For the machining use-case, we can work with standard rolled billets of the materials indicated 

in the text.  The demonstrator geometry can be a wing-box or pylon-box rib, or just a 

representative part thereof.  A minimum demonstrator bounding box size of 500 x 500 x 

50mm seems appropriate. 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobiwuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYVO37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobiwuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYVO37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobiwuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYVO37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ
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 For the additive manufacturing use-case, we can choose one of the processes mentioned in 

the call.  The demonstrator geometry can be a bracket or fitting.  A demonstrator bounding 

box size of 250 x 250 x 250mm seems appropriate. 

 For an example of the typical complexity of the design: 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobi

wuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYV

O37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ  

60  In Task 1, it is mentioned there are existing models for the prediction of residual stress.  Shall 

these models (including stress relief laws, metallurgy issues, mechanical properties,…) be 

defined by the topic manager? or should they be proposed and applied by applicants?  

 With regard to the use-case (demonstrator defined by the topic manager), does the initial 

residual stress state prediction (related to manufacturing process (forging,…) and thermal 

treatments) have to be carried out in the project? Or will it be supplied by the topic 

manager? 

 The “existing models” can either come from literature, or from the background IP of the 

consortium responding to the call.  Once the research will have started, the topic manager will 

also contribute their background IP, as may other partners in CleanSky2, but since this IP 

cannot be disclosed prior to the launch, the proposal cannot be based solely on this.  The 

proposal could be based on models for the right or similar alloys published in the open 

literature, and these models can then be improved by combining all the background IP after 

launch. 

 It is expected that the consortium responding to the call are capable of making this kind of 

prediction.  However, it may not be necessary to make the prediction for every use-case: for 

rolled plate, for example, residual stress can be assumed homogenous throughout the plate 

and varying only through the thickness.  In that case it is easy to measure the residual stress 

profile and enter the distortion prediction there. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-ENG-02-01: “Development of an all-oxide Ceramic Matrix Composite (CMC) 
Engine Part” 

61  There is no information available on the design of the model. What are the design 

specifications? How should the end product look like? 

 What are the specific standards that the design model must specify during the 

demonstration phase? 

 The objective of the CFP project is to deliver a component of the Inter Turbine Duct. The 

detailed design of the part will be jointly defined between the applicant and the topic 

manager. The design will depend on both the manufacturing capabilities of the applicant and 

the CMC material characteristics. 

 According to the topic description chap. 4 all necessary material and design specifications have 

to be provided by the applicant. Depending on the applicant´s technology basis for CMC 

products the necessary material and manufacturing specifications have to be developed in the 

CFP project. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-ENG-03-01: “Characterisation of Thermo-mechanical Fatigue Behaviour” 

http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobiwuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYVO37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobiwuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYVO37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ
http://www.google.com/url?url=http://www.altairproductdesign.com/(S(45ujartxovzzvtxrnobiwuv4))/ResLibDownload.aspx%3Ffile_id%3D1196&rct=j&frm=1&q=&esrc=s&sa=U&ei=mufYVO37M4PqUov5gpgM&ved=0CCoQFjAF&usg=AFQjCNG6Rnu83FwDRgT3DlmqT-yxvGsfUQ
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62 Question on the scope of the work for the budget allocated to the topic: 

 This is a 5-year project with a total €560K budget, but only a 3-year PhD student is between 

€250-300K, so basically the budget just covers one research assistant for 5 years. But then 

the entire Task 2 is experimental, and we do not understand where we are going to get the 

budget for the experimental part, especially the tests at high temperature? 

 Lastly, from the work plan description (page 280-284) it seems to us that this project can be 

developed in 36 months. Could you elaborate more on what it is excepted from the 

consortium in this topic to justify a 60-month program? 

 The budget provided is based on an informed estimation on the probable cost of the work 

package.  Parties responding to the call should provide the actual cost of delivering the work 

package, including justification of these costs, and the proposals will be selected based on the 

criteria set forth which will include value for money. 

 The 36 month work plan description is based on an informed estimation on the probable time 

taken to complete and deliver the work package. Parties responding to the call should provide 

an actual schedule for delivery, which could be up to 60-months in duration, but should aim 

for achieving the proposed timescale of 36 months. 

63 Could you please provide further precision on the following items: 
 CG (Crack growth) p. 344 is just wrong name for CP (Crack Propagation)? 

 Do you have in mind already a special Inconel or Titanium alloy or is it a real open question 

and we can chose one Inconel grade? 

 Within the CI Scope of the work  "The characterisation of the idealised cycle TMF CI 

behaviour of a disc alloy(s) of interest" this means that we must have in the consortium a 

user of turbine gas that is able  to provide this information? But if we invite some 

company  from Safran group for instance  they are both  "actor " and "judge". Is it 

allowed?  Will details about this cycle be provided by EU? 

 Within the CI Scope of the work "The development of a robust, user friendly UMAT based on 

a constitutive (Chaboche-type) model to predict the cyclic stress-strain evolution of the 

material" so UMAT means Abaqus is imposed? 

 In Task 2.1 "Acquisition of relevant disc material(s) for testing and manufacture of test 

coupons " is it mandatory that  the samples are extracted from a disc or your sentence mean 

representative material from the disc? 

 Which typical amount of tests are you expecting : 100 or 200 or 2000 ? ... 

 This is a typo – reference to crack growth and crack propagation are meant as synonymous 

 The material will be specified by Rolls-Royce plc. The work package should be proposed based 

on the possibility of using different alloys. If the use of different alloys is going to have an 

impact on the cost/schedule of the work package, this should be made clear in the proposal.  

 Idealised cycles will be specified by Rolls-Royce plc. Regarding the creation of the consortium, 

please note that according to our rules, a Leader cannot apply in the ITD/IADP for which he is 

recognized as Leader. 

 Whatever model is developed will need to be used by Rolls-Royce plc. I accept the use of the 

term ‘UMAT’ implies Abaqus but other finite element packages are open to discussion. This 
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will be agreed at negotiation. 

 This could be either as dependent on material availability at start of project. 

 Estimated quantity of coupon test circa. 100 

64 Could you please clarify the following points: 
1. What type of experimental techniques we must use in the characterization? 

2. What type of predictive tools? Analytical or numerical? 

3. The study builds on the characterization of the material or also of structural details? 

4. We can use tools Statistics on prediction? 

5. We can use integrated methodologies to simulate the propagation and initiation? 

1. Covered in Section 4 of the Call description.  

2. Related to T.3.1. Analytical and/or numerical methods can be considered. A down-selection of 

the best method will be carried out as part of the project. Down select for the adopted 

method would need to be complimentary or advantageous to current capability. 

3. Characterisation of material behaviour of primary interest (coupon testing) 

4. Yes – see T.3.5 and T.3.8 – somewhat dependent on final approach taken (as per 

comment/query below) 

5. Yes – related to T.3.1. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-ENG-03-04: “Crack growth threshold analysis in TiAl alloys” 

65  What is the expected value in mm/cycle for the crack propagation threshold ?,  

 Is there any preferred method for crack growth rate measure?, i.e. compliance method, 

DCPD (Direct Current Potential Drop), Digital Image Correlation,.... 

 What is the geometry of the samples? 

 In the 'scope of the work' section, references 4-5 refer about introduction of defects in 

samples. Samples with defects will be supplied?, or the petitioner has to introduce the 

defects? 

 High temperature tests must be carried in an open atmosphere furnace?, or in a specific 

atmosphere? 

 Crack propagation threshold should be established by demonstrating the delta K value at 

which there is no measurable crack propagation. Cycling should continue at this delta K for 

sufficient time to confirm that the crack does not grow. 

 DCPD would be the preferred method for crack growth rate measure. 

 Specimen has conventional round threads with a square section gauge length containing a 

single corner notch (crack). 

 Samples with defects will be supplied. 

 The majority of tests will be required in air.  A small number of tests may be required in 

vacuum to help materials understanding. 

66 Could you please clarify the following points: 
1. Stresse R-Ratios; 

2. Number of specimens by each stress R-ratios; 

3. Type of specimens, CT'S, MT'S, or other geometry? 

4. The temperature different at which the tests should be done? 

5. What type of tests and specimens referred to the study of defect size? 
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1. R= 0.1, 0.5, 0.8 

2. Approx. 20 specimens per R-ratio covering a range of temperatures 

3. As above in point 1. 

4. To cover the temperature range from room temperature to 750C 

5. For the fatigue evaluation,  specimens with a rectangular section grip and a pseudo aerofoil 

gauge geometry will be provided.  HCF Step tests using 10 million cycle / 25MPa steps are 

required to failure. 

67 a. Question related to all tasks (reference numbers): We assume that the second generation 
TiAl alloy to be investigated will be provided by the Topic Manager, is that correct?  

b. Question related to task / Ref. No. 1 to 3: What is really meant with the “standard 15mm 
testbars”? 

c. Question related to task / Ref. No. 1 to 3: Will all the specimens, that are needed for the 
investigations, be mechanically machined by the Topic Manager according to drawings 
provided by the project proposer? 

d. Question related to task / Ref. No. 3: We assume that the heat treatment variations (we 
expect three different variants) will be done by Topic Manager, is that correct? 

e. Question related to task / Ref. No. 3: We assume that the microstructure characterization 
has to be done by the project proposer in order to evaluate the effects of the microstructure 
on the crack growth behavior, is that correct? 

f. Question related to tasks / Ref. No. 4 and 5: We assume that the fatigue samples with 
typical defects from the manufacturing process, subsequent handling and foreign object 
damage are manufactured and provided by the topic manager, is that correct? Could you 
please specify in more detail how many different types of defects will be provided for the 
investigations? Can we define the drawings for the fatigue test samples? 

g. Question related to tasks / Ref. No. 4 and 5: We assume that the defect characterization 
(from the manufacturing process, subsequent handling and foreign object damage) has to be 
done by the project proposer in order to evaluate the effects of typical defects on the fatigue 
crack threshold and growth behavior, is that correct? 

a. That is correct 

b. These are the solid round bars from which the test specimens will be machined 

c. Yes, with the exception that the petitioner is required to produce the starter notch geometry 

in the fatigue crack growth threshold specimens 

d. That is correct 

e. That is correct 

f. Correct. All defect types will involve a notch or crack.   The specimen is described above (2) 

with overall dimensions of 200mm long x 40mm width x 10mm thickness 

g. That is correct 

68 1. What is the relevant test standard for fatigue crack growth threshold and rate determination 
which is needed for the project (ASTM E 647 or other specification?). 

2. What type and geometry of specimen is needed for the FCG tests (SEN(B), SEN(T), CT, etc. or 
others).  

1. An international standard specification such as ASTM E 647 or ISO 12108 should be acceptable 

2. As above (1) 

69 1. Can the composition of the second generation TiAl alloy be investigated be known in 
advance?. 
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2. What are the specific conditions included in the "heat treatment window” (temperatures, 
treatment duration)? 

3. Is the consortium (applicant) required to perform the heat treatments within the given heat 
treatment window or will the heat treated specimens be provided to the partners by the 
Topic Manager?. 

4. Could you provide further details about the geometry of the “standard 15 mm test bars”?. 
5. Is the consortium (applicant) in charge of introducing the “typical defects from the 

manufacturing process, subsequent handling and foreign object damage”?.  Or will the 
specimens with defects be provided to the partners by the Topic Manager?. 

6. If the partners must manufacture the defects, could you please specify the characteristics of 
the defects that are of interest to the call? 

7. How many tests per condition are expected in order to ensure reproducibility? 

1. The composition will be advised prior to the start and will be within family of higher Nb type 

gamma alloys familiar to the titanium aluminide community. 

2. Heat treatments will be performed by the Topic Manager and confirmed with supply of the 

specimens. 

3. Heat treated specimens will be provided by the Topic Manager. 

4. These are standard cast bars from which test specimens will be machined and provided. 

5. Specimens with typical defects will be provided. 

6. No (as above). 

7. Up to four per condition. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-ENG-04-02: “High Performance Turbocharger” 
70 Is the developed turbocharger a generic turbocharger that will be accommodated in a later stage 

to a specific engine or is it related specifically and intended to be integrated to the  SR305-230E 

engine mentioned in Call number JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-ENG-04-01, on page 365 of 2014-07 Annex 

III of Amendment no. 1 to the work plan 2014-2015? 

The call is oriented towards the state of the art technology (not low TRL) adapted to generic need 

for aeronautical use : Robustness, reliability, maneuver loads, negative g’s, high compression ratio, 

long endurance at max rpm (different from automotive). 

It is a generic concept capable of different sizes, but to be demonstrated on the engine 

demonstrator  SR305-230E (or WP7.1.1 SR305 version with higher power). 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-ENG-04-03: “Alternative Architecture Engine research” 

71 Does the project include thermo-fluid-dynamics of the engine (air management, injection, 

combustion) among cooling? Is it only focused on the mechanical aspects of the engine? 

Cooling focused just in the mechanical aspects of the engine. 

The injection / combustion studies will be already studied by the Leader (during 2015). 

The thermal skills of the partners are located on the parts, and heat exchangers (thermal outside 

the chamber). 

Nevertheless, if the partner has an expertise/experience about combustion, it will be easier to 

define the thermal boundaries conditions of its parts 

On the ITD Systems and systems certification 

72 Is there a transverse activity to address the simulation and the certification? 
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WP100.3 covers this activity. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-SYS-02-04: “Smart Oil pressure sensors for oil cooled starter/generator” 

73  Freeze specifications. Does it come from the application side? 
 Is there any information about the required size, material and packaging solutions? 
 Is there any special requirements about the materials used? 
 Separated box option: does it mean that some electronics, data processing can be installed 

far from the sensor? 
 What should be the output of the sensor system (standard digital, I2S, current, CANbus, or 

anything else)? 

 Freeze specifications will be issued by THALES after discussions with applicant. 

 Information about the required size, material and packaging solutions Will be included into 

specification. 

 The special requirements about the materials used must be aircraft engine oil resistant and 

comply with general aeronautical standards 

 Yes, integrated option means inside the sensor packaging and separated box option means 

within GCU (generator control unit). 

 The output of the sensor system has to be discussed and will be part of the specification 

 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-SYS-02-06 “Evaluate mechanical and fatigue capabilities for diode die in 

harsh environment” 

74  Can we have an sketch of the component, at least approximate dimensions, size, weight? 
 Tests must be done at component level, or can be done on bulk material? If on bulk material, 

will this be supplied by the company? in which dimensions? 
 Which are the conditions of the thermal fatigue test, in terms of upper and lower 

temperature, and specially in terms of frequency and number of cycles? 
 Same question regarding the mechanical fatigue test, in terms of upper and lower stress, 

frequency, number of cycles, and so on. 

 Diode cell size is typically 15-25mm diameter and 1-2mm thick 

 Concerning test either component or bulk could be used if test conditions are adapted. Bulk 

solution can be supplied and bulk general dimensions are about 150mm external diameter and 

50mm height. 

 Diode junction temperature range is -55°C to 200°C. -55°C is not the typical minimal value for 

cycling. We think that some cycling going from +20°C to +200°C in 2min and back to 20°C in 30 

sec may be typical and using -55°c as min value might be tested 10% over the maximum 

number of cycle. The number of cycling will be 24000 max (TBC). All these data are to be 

discussed with the applicant and confirmed before specification release. 

 24000 cycles over strength range specified in the proposal. 0 to 100% in 2min and 100% to 0 in 

2min. These are typical values to be discussed with the applicant as well. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-SYS-02-07: “Development of MODELICA libraries for ECS and thermal 

management architectures” 

75 In the short Description paragraph of the call for proposal, it is written: “In particular the applicant will 

develop a VCS model optimized for both steady state and dynamic modeling.”  

In the Scope of Work paragraph of the same call for proposal at T01 is asked to: “Specification of modeling 
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requirements for component to be modeled:  

- Air cycle system, including compressor, turbines, air – air heat exchangers, water extractors and 

sprayers, fans,…  

- Wing ice protection system (…) “ 

Is It asked by the call for proposal to specify and model in Modelica just VCS (Vapor Cycle System) & E-ECS 

components or it’s also  asked to model Air Cycle System and Wing Ice Protection System components? 

It is asked to the applicant to model all majors components related to EECS which include: 

- Air conditioning system 

- vapor cycle system 

It is also asked to include in the librairies the modeling capabilities to model electrical wing ice 

protection system. A simplified model in Anti icing mode is sufficient for such a function (no 

detailed architecture with deicing modes is required). 

76 At T02 of Scope Of Work paragraph of the call for proposal, it is written : “MODELICA library structure 

definition (Dymola compatible):  - switching between dynamic and steady state modelling for different 

design phases)”  

Could you please better explain this requirement? It is asked to provide a model for both steady state and 

dynamic simulation but using separate libraries (libraries for steady state and libraries for dynamic)? 

The objective is to be able to simulate the performance of our EECs architectures in steady state 

and dynamic modes with the same model to optimize the trade-off architecture phases wich 

require simulations in both steady and dynamic point of view. Therefore, common libraries are 

required. 

On Topic JTI-CS2-2014-CFP01-SYS-02-08: “Embedded sensors technology for air quality measurement” 

77  From available information (Topic details) including estimated recommended EC Funding 

(300 k€) , but also some sentences like T03 : Development and qualification of embedded 

sensors according to the specification it might be concluded that the Topic focuses only on 

existing sensors, meaning high TRL level (project starting at TRL 5-6). Is this correct? 

 Does it mean also that development of new sensors with high(er) performance and 

reliability – starting at lower TRL (3 – 4) needing more R&D efforts – are excluded ? If such 

approaches are allowed, budget needs will be by far higher than the estimated 300 k€ EC 

Funding (at least twice). Could you comment this option ?  

 We expect that the applicant will adapt/develop sensors according to the specification defined 

by the topic manager. The minimum qualification tests for Safety of flight may be needed with 

a final TRL level about 6. 

 Development of new sensors are not excluded provided that the funding request is available 

for this purpose. The main objective is to use as possible technologies actually applied for 

other application (industrial, automotive) and to make adaptations according to SOF 

requirements and performance objectives defined in the specification. No technological 

breakthrough may be required to achieve these objectives. 

On Eco Design Transverse Area 

78 Are there specific calls dealing with Ecodesign and obsolescence of chemical substance 

planned.? How could you be presented as potential partner in the Clean Sky projects? 
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We have presently no topics dealing with this matter. However, we hope to have Eco Design topics 

in future calls depending on TA Eco strategy development. 

 


